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Two component 
polyurethane paint.  
Excellent corrosion 
and chemical 
resistance.

DESCRIPTION TRATAMIENTOS DEL SUELO        

POLIURETANO SUELOS            

Exterior/interior.
Applicable on floors or pavements where a very high physical and chemical resistance is desired.
Applicable as primer on floors or pavements made of cement morters and by-products.
Applicable on asphaltic surfaces where there is no trace of product bleeding or migration.
For the painting of workshops and garages with very low rolling or running.
Signposting of entrances.
Singposting of  parking or private garages.

Tests performed with 100 dry micres thickness, have given the following contact time results for these 
products:
          -AMMONIA: 1/7 days.
          -HEAVY OIL TYPE: 1/ 4 days......I/7 days
          PETROL: 1 /4 days......I/ 7 days LA
          -SYNTHETIC ENAMEL: 1/7 days......I
          -CITRIC ACID 10%: 1/7 days.....I
          -CITRIC ACID 5%: 1/7 days.
Definitions: I-inalterable; LA-slightly altered.
Excellent surface adhesion.
Good resistance to fresh and salty water.
Good resistance to alkalis.
Very quick drying.
High performance.
Good opacity.
Good levelling.
Perfectly micronised, allows application by high pressure equipment.
Low yellowing.

Nature: solvent based pigmented hydroxilic, isocianate reticulated.
Appearence: satin.
Two components:
Poliumont: pigmented. Catalyst: Transparent.
Mixing ratio: 1:1 in weight.
Pot life: 6 hours within normal air humidity condition (60%) and temperature (20%).
Gloss index: (UNE-48026 at 60º): 50 + 20.
Texture: Smooth.
Colours: Blanco-102 (white), Rojo-152 (red), Gris-189 (gray), Verde-128 (green), Amarillo Señalización-
130 (RAL 1007) (yellow for signposting).
Pigmented component (POLIUMONT): Rutile Titanium Dioxide and outstanding light and weather 
fastness inorganic pigments.
Specific gravity: (ASTM D-1475-90):1,10 at 1,60+ 0,05 Kg./l depending on colour.
Specific gravity (ASTM D-1475-90) mixture: 1,05 at 1,30 + 0,05 Kg./l depending on colour.
Viscosity  (Cup Ford num.  4): 70 + 20 seconds.
Approximate performance per coat: 6-10 m2/ l depending on colour and coat thickness.
Drying: (20º C HR: 60%): To touch: 30 minutes.

Thinner: Disolvente-1410
Tools/Thinning:
     -Brush: 5-10% max.
     -Roller: 5-10% max.
     -Aerographic spray gun: 5-20% max.
     -Low pressure turbo: 5-20% max.
     -Airless: 5-20% max.
     -Airmix: 5-20% max.
Repainting (20º C, HR 60%):
     -Minimum: 2 hours.
     -Maximum: 12 hours

PROPERTIES

PRODUCT DATA SPECIFICATION

APPLICATION SYSTEMS

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
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PROCESSES Primer Undercoat Finish

Passable: 24 hours approximately.
Dying: Add 5% maximum water based Montotinte Universal (all purpose dye).
Cleaning: Apply solvent inmediately after use.

Correct pavement preparation is essential.
-Surface should be  completely dry.
-Remove off any efflorescences.
-To achieve good results and product uniformity pavement should be in good condition.
-Surface should be clean (free of foreign products) and totally dry.
-Remove off any trace of oils or greases.  Dirt may be removed by grit blasting (mechanical stripping) 
the floor;  in some other cases a chemical treatment of 15-20% caustic soda solution may be enough, 
neutralise then with hidrochloric acid and rinse thoroughly with plenty of fresh water.
-Pavement surface should be porous enough to achieve perfect adhesion.  Ideally, the pavement should 
be grit blasted  or treated mechanically  to achieve this.  Semi-porous surfaces may be treated
chemically by applying 15-30% thinned hidrochloric acid and then rinsed thoroughly with plenty of fresh 
water.  Should there be any doubts before chemical application, please consult our Technical 
Department.
Asphaltic surfaces:
-Apply properly after removing foreign products.
-Temperature changes should be controlled.  Never apply this product at high temperaturers to avoid 
product bleeding.
-There should not  be any asphaltic plastifiers migration.

Old paints in bad condition should be removed by traditional systems,  mechical stripping (grit blasting) 
or chemical (Decapante Universal).
Test adherence level between properly anchored old coats and new coats.
Test compatibility of product to be applied with old paints in good condition in order to avoid unwanted 
reactions or altering final results.
Follow new surfaces preparation guidelines.

-Apply a first coat of dilluted Catalizador Poliumont (1:1); paint over with Poliumont + Catalizador. 
Poliumont before catalyst solidification.
-Stir product until perfect mixture homogenization.
-Only apply on dry surfaces.
-Should any "bleeding" ocurr on asphaltic surfaces, consult our Technical Department.

NEW SURFACES PREPARATION

SURFACE RESTORATION

APPLICATION

OLD PAINTS IN 
GOOD CONDITION

CATALIZADOR POLIUMONT 
DILUIDO 1:1

POLIUMONT
+ CATALIZADOR DILUIDO

POLIUMONT+CATALIZADOR 
POLIUMONT

Std:

Max:

NEW CEMENT AND 
BY PRODUCTS

CATALIZADOR POLIUMONT 
DILUIDO 1:1

POLIUMONT
+ CATALIZADOR DILUIDO

POLIUMONT+CATALIZADOR 
POLIUMONT

Std:

Max:

OLD PAINTS IN 
BAD CONDITIONS

CATALIZADOR POLIUMONT 
DILUIDO 1:1

POLIUMONT
+ CATALIZADOR DILUIDO

POLIUMONT+CATALIZADOR 
POLIUMONT

Std:

Max:

ASPHALTIC CATALIZADOR POLIUMONT 
DILUIDO 1:1

POLIUMONT
+ CATALIZADOR DILUIDO

POLIUMONT+CATALIZADOR 
POLIUMONT

Std:

Max:
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SAFE AND SAFETY - ENVIROMENT NOTICE

Do not eat, drink or smoke when using product.
If eye contact occurs, wash with plenty of fresh water.
Toxical product if ingested.
Keep away from children’s reach.
Do not empty waste into drains or water courses.
Store product only in dry areas.

ALSO IN SOLVENT BASED PRODUCTS:
Apply product in well-ventilated areas. In case if insufficient 
ventilation, wear suitable respiratory protective masks.
Wear suitable mask or protective clothing when using spray 
gun or for the sandpapering and brushing of paint.
Keep area to be painted well ventilated until complete drying 
of product.
Do not ingest or inhale product. Avoid skin or eye contact. If 
eye contact occurs, seek medical attention immediately.
Store product only in well ventilated, not-flammable areas.

The information contained herein, is only based on our current 
knowledge, laboratory tests and practical use under specific 
circumstances and objective decision. Due to the impossibility 
to give specific description for every different painting surface 
and being the nature conditions beyond our control, we are 
unable to guarantee the total repeatability in every concrete 
use.
The manufacturer and sales person do not assume any 
responsibility, unless a specific written agreement has been 
previously made, for the use of our products derived from the 
application of our products according to our 
recommendations, since these are beyond our control.
Due to the constant technical development, our 
recommendation do not relieve our costumers of the necessity 
to test our products, on their own responsibility, for suitability 
for the purpose envisaged, and checked that the information 
given harein has not been updated. The recommendations 
given herein sepersede previous ones regarding the same 
product.

MADE IN THE UE

In products designated  for floors and pavements, the final result of any application depends on the proper surfaces preparation in 
order to achieve  the porosity, cleaning and consistency needed for each product. We generally recommend to prepare surfaces 
thoroughly, grit blasting and performing tests previous to the application of the product.
-Minimum time given between coats must be observed.
-Minimum and maximum coat thickness must be observed.
-Only apply on pavement or surfaces with less than 5% moisture content.
-Do not apply on wet, moistened or frosty surfaces caused by cold temperatures at night or overheated, nor when rain or snow is 
forecast to avoid reducing and affecting product results in the short and long term.
-Apply suitable plaster or putty on cement surfaces indoors/outdoors.
-Products of two components must always  be mixed up within given proportions, and mixture pot life must be observed at all times.
-The current EEC marketing merchandising laws and regulations must be observed and carried out at all times.
-Under the current EEC laws and regulations, norms indicated in container must be observed and carried out at all times.
-Product shelf life: 18 months from manufacturing date, provided is kept in original closed container, in a dry room, at temperatures 
between 5º C and 35º C maximum.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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